$1. INTRODUCTION Let MU,(
) be the reduced complex bordism theory, the homology theory associated to the unitary Thorn spectrum MU. (This is also denoted by a,"( ) and @,( ) in the literature.) This is a multiplicative homology theory with a particularly nice coefficient ring, MU, E Zf'yz, y, , . . . , y,, , . . .] (dimension yzn = 2n). In general, MCI,(X) is difficult to compute; so it was natural for Conner and Smith to consider the structure of MD;(X) as a module over M(/, [13] .
Define horn dim,q,. MU,(X) to be the projective dimension of MU,(X) as a MU, module, i.e. the minimal possible length of a projective MU, resolution.
Conner and Smith proved that for a finite complex X, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) horn dim,". MU,(X) < 1.
(ii) The Thum homomorphism
MU,(X) + H,(X; Z) is epic. (iii) The Thorn homomorphism induces an isomorphism Z @,wa. MU,(X) + H,(X; Z). [13, 3.1 l] k,(
) is the connective K homology theory associated to the connective BU spectrum; it is a multiplicative theory with coefficient ring, k*(S') g Z[t] (dimension t = 2). Again, we have three statements for a finite complex. where the dimension of x, is 2p" -2. We define x0 to be the fixed prime p. By Quillen's splitting, horn dim,,*gz(pj MI/,(X) 0 Z(,,, = horn dim,,*BP,(X). It is elementary that horn dim,". Mu,(X) is the maximum of the horn dim,,, BP,(X)'s for all primes.
For BP, theories with the properties optimists had hoped for do exist. Using Baas's approach to Sullivan's theory of manifolds with singularities [7] , BP, module theories
BP(n),( ) with BP(n), = BP(n),(S')
z ZCpj [x,, . . . , x,] were constructed in [38] . These also fit into a tower: They come equipped with exact sequences.
BP(n),(X) 3 BP(n -l),(X)
The interlocking nature of these theories makes them a powerful tool when they are all used at once. A few of them are already familiar: BP(O), ( ) is homology with Zcpj coefficients; we define BP{ -I),( ) = H,( ; Z,), mod p homology; and in (2.7), we prove BP(l),( ) is the summand of connective K-theory localized at the prime p [I ; 51. Our main theorem then reads: THEOREM 1.1. For X a finite complex, the follorcing conditions are equivalent.
(i) horn dim,,. BP,( X) < n + 1.
(ii) BP,(X) --* BP(n), (X) is epic.
(iii) The exact sequence ,-+ BP< n+ l)*(X) 'I?-: BP(~ + 1),(.X, '(,l.
BP(n),(X) 1
is short exact in that An+i = 0.
(iv) There is an isomorphism
BP,(X) Oep,BP(n), -BP(n),(X). (v) Tory* (BP*(X); BP(n)*) = 0. (vi) There is an isomorphism BP+ +-l),(X) OZ~,~~xn+llZ~p~ --t BP(n),(X).
(vii) Tor:(p@"+"(BP(n + l),(X); Z,,,) = 0. . . (viii) horn dim Mu.BZl,, Mu,(X) 0 -&, G n + 1.
The proof is given in Propositions 3.8, 3.13, and 5.12. It is based on the "splitting theorem"
of [38] 
which states that BP'(X) -+ BP(n)S(X)
is Z,,,-split epic for s < 2@" + n-1 p f.. + p + 1). This is an analog of Conner and Floyd's result that K'(X) is a direct summand of ML/'(X) [lo] . Although we refer often to the fundamental work of Conner and Smith [13] , the completeness of our theory allows for elementary proofs which should be easily understood without prior knowledge of Conner-Smith theory.
A corollary to our main theorem and the splitting theorem is: This seems to be the first upper bound on the projective dimension of BP, (or complex bordism) modules. The theorem of Adams and Conner-Smith [l; 131 that horn dim,,. MU,(X) is finite for a finite complex is an immediate consequence of (4.4).
How does one compute lower bounds of this invariant? Conner and Smith gave a lower estimate of horn dim,,,. MU,(X) which depends on the structure of possible annihilator ideals of elements of MU,(X). We replace this with the following ideal annihilator test. 
BP,(X) -+ BP (n),(BP A X)
is a monomorphism.
Conventions.
We shall work in Boardman's stable category. In particular, we shall operate with two full subcategories.
The first has as objects, pointed finite complexes; thus when we speak of a stable map of finite complexes, f: X -+ Y, we mean a stable homotopy class represented by a base-point preserving, continuous function between suspensions of the complexes, e.g. fi S"X ---t s" Y. By a " connected " spectrum, we mean one which is nconnected for some (possibly negative) integer n. The second full subcategory of Boardman's which we shall work with is the one whose objects are connected C W spectra with Z(,,, homology of finite type. All homology and cohomology theories are reduced theories. This is no restriction, for we can add a discrete base point to a complex X to form X+ knowing that the reduced homology of Xf is the unreduced homology of X. Again, we remind topologists that &,I is the integers localized at p (i.e. Q,) and we warn algebraists that Z, is the integers modulo p (i.e. Z/pZ).
$2. THE BP TOWER
In [Xi], a tower of BP module spectra was constructed using Sullivan's theory of manifolds with singularities
BP= BP(a)
BP(-I) = KZ,
The module structure gives a natural transformation
Letting X = So, BP(n),( Y) is a module over BP,(S') = BP, = .ZCpj [A',, x2,. . .] where the degree of xt is 2pk -2. It is convenient to define x0 to be p, the fixed prime in consideration.
Multiplication by x, gives us an exact sequence (2.1) which we shall call the BPBockstein exact sequence
The degree of ~(n -1, n) is zero and the degree of An is -2~" + 1. We have for positive n,
is an isomorphism for s < 2@"' -2.
The fountainhead of our work is the following result of the second-named author. For most of our purposes, we need to transform this into a statement about homology theories. In this paper, we refer to Theorem 2.2 and its corollary (2.3) as the splitting theorem.
COROLLARY 2.3 For Xafinite complex, the homomorphism p(n, co) : BP,(X) + BP(n),(X)
and p(n, n + 1): BP(n + l),(X) + BP(n), (X) are Z(,, -split epic for all but finitely many dimensions.
Proof. Let DX be a Spanier-Whitehead dual for X. For some large k we have duality (vertical) isomorphisms in (2.4). where the degree of y is 2p -2. We shall show that G and BP(l) are homotopy equivalent.
We need this identification so that the results of Section 6 give the StongHattori theorem. We shall not prove the whole of the folk theorem, just enough to get a nice grip on G. Let b~(~) denote the spectrum for connective K-theory localized at p.
PROPOSITION 2.7 (i).
There is a ring spectrum G and a map of ring spectra G --* buCpJ.
(ii) G,( -) --f bu (P,.J -) maps isomorphically to a direct summand. 
To prove(i), we need to define the dashed arrows in (2.11) to make the diagram homotopy commute. The bottom square of (2. 
We can now move on to (iii). Let BP(l)(n) be the classifying space for the functor BP(1)2"'p-1)(- is an isomorphism. Since BP is a localized spectrum, this impliesf is a homotopy equivalence.
For certain constructions, we need the module BP,(X) to be finitely generated over BP, when X is a finite complex. Originally, this was proved by Novikov and Smith independently [24; 321 using the properties of coherent rings. It is of interest that this work is independent of coherence; so we shall point out a more recent proof. Quillen [26] showed that for aconnected complex of dimension k the MU, o oenerators of MU,(X) are in dimensions < 2k.
MU,(X)
is a finitely generated abelian group in dimensions < 2k; so Quillen's theorem gives the finite generation result. A new proof of Quillen's theorem using (2.2) can be found in [38] . The same proof shows that the ZCp, [Xi,. . . , X,] c BP, generators of BP(n), (X) are in dimensions < 2k. For BP{ l),(X), the generators are known to be in dimensions < k [33] .
$3. TORSION AND PROJECT'IVE DMENSION
In this section, we prove perhaps the most interesting of the equivalences of the main theorem. We begin with a review of standard facts about localization and torsion (e.g.
see [S]).
Fix a graded, integral domain with unit, R,. It is convenient to assume that R, is concentrated in even dimensions. Let T c R,\(O) be a set containing 1 which is closed under multiplication (such is called a multiplicative set). Given a graded R, module M,, we define T-'M, to be the set of equivalence classes of " fractions" m/t, m E M, and t E T, under the relation induced by:
m/t -nil t'*3 t, E T 3 t,t'm = t,tm'.
Abusively Proof By Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove the proposition for the case when X is finite. For k = 0, the result follows the fact that A. = 0 when X = So and from the usual Serre modulo-torsion theory. For k = n, it is an immediate consequence of the exactness of the sequence (2.1). Now suppose 1 < k G n -1 and suppose (T; 'A,)(y/x,') # 0 for some element y/x,' E T;'BP(n -l),(X) where X is a finite complex. Multiplication by X~ is an isomor-
t. This implies A. is non-zero for infinitely many dimensions contradicting the splitting theorem (2.3). So T,J 'A, = 0. 
Proof Let T' be the composition BP(n),(X) -+ BP(n),(X) A T; 'BP(n),(X)
where T is the localization homomorphism which is a monomorphism by the hypothesis. Since T,-'A "+I -= 0 (3.2), the bottom row in diagram (3.4) is short exact. The top row is exact and the diagram (of abelian groups) commutes.
By an induction on dimension, r,_ ZP+ ,+* is manic. (We need the hypothesis that X is connected to start induction.) By the strong "five" lemma, T* is manic. This being true for all s, the localization homomorphism
is then a monomorphism.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let Xbea connected C Wspectrum and let 0 < k < n < m. If-BP(n),(X) is T, torsion free, then BP (m),(X)
and BP,(X) are Tk torsion free.
Proof. Use the obvious induction to show BP(m),(X) is T, torsion free. Observe that BP,(X) = BP(n),(X)
for some large M.
Proof. BP(n + l),(X) is T,, torsion free (3.3); so A"+ i = 0 in the BP Bockstein sequence (3.2) implying multiplication by x.+r is manic in BP(n + l),(X).
COROLLARY 3.7. Let X be a connected C W spectrum and let 0 < k < n. p(n, 00):
Proof. Implicit in the splitting theorem (2.3) is the fact that for a finite complex X, there is an integer m such that p(m, 00):
is epic (namely an m such that a Spanier-Whitehead dual of X has dimension less than 2(p" + . . . + p + l).) So the first statement for a finite complex follows from the fact that p(m -1, m), . . , p(n, n + 1) are epic module T, torsion (3.2). This is generalized to C W spectra by (3.1). If BP(n + 1 .(X) is T, torsion free, A,,+ i = 0 (3.2) and p(n, n + 1) is epic. By iteration of Corollary 3.6, p(n, n + l), p(n + 1, n + 2), . . . are epic. 
is T. + I torsion free.
Proof: The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the BP Bockstein exact sequence (2.1). The implication (iii) * (i) is in (3.7). Since p(n, co) = p(n, n + l)o p(n + 1, co), (i) implies (ii).
As Larry Smith remarked [31] on the analogous theorem relating integral homology, connective K-theory, and complex bordism, this proposition gives a curious phenomenon. Thinking cohomologically and letting X be a finite complex, this proposition says that if eEery stable map f: X-t BP(n) lifts through p(n, n + 1) to f ' (in diagram (3.9), then ecery such f lifts through p(n, co) tof". Our inductive step will use a geometric resolution theorem which was proved by Conner and Smith using the basic idea of Atiyah as adapted by Landweber.
To begin induction, we need the purely algebraic fact that graded projective Zcp)[x,, x2,, . .] modules are free [13, 3.21; we omit its proof. Also we need the theorem of Conner and Smith that BP,(X) being a free (= projective) BP, module is equivalent to H,(X; Z,,,) begin Zcp) free. We feel the reader will appreciate our inclusion of sketches of Conner and Smith's proof of this last result and of the resolution theorem. We perceive a contradiction when we note that PG) @ Q is an isomorphism, z @ 1 # 0, andy@l =O.
Definition 3.11. For -1 < n < co, a (geometric) BP(n), resolution of a connected CW spectrum X is a stable cofibration of connected CW spectra WL A 5 X such that H,(A; Z) is free abelian and the induced sequence
is short exact. Sketch proof for a finite complex. (The extension to connected C W spectra is given in [20] and is credited to Smith.) Given a finite complex X, we choose a Spanier-Whitehead (X; Z,,,) ofjinite type, the following statements are equivalent, -1 < n.
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was noted in (3.8). The proof is by induction on n. Proposition 3.10 gives the n = -1 case. Use Proposition 3.12 to choose a BP, resolution of X inducing the commutative diagram (3.14) with exact rows.
Note that since H,(A; Z) is free abelian, BP(n),(A)
is T, torsion free and pA = p(n, CO) is epic (3.6 and 3.7). px is epic modulo T, torsion (3.7); so by commutativityf, is epic modulo T. torsion and by exactness g2 is manic modulo T. torsion. We complete the proof:
The next-to-the-last equivalence was by induction.
COROLLARY 3.15. Let X be a connected C W spectrum Gth H,(X; Z(,,) offinite type. X has a BP(n), resolution if and onfy if horn dim,,. BP,( X) < n + 1.

ProoJ Consider diagram (3.14). If horn dim,,. BP,(X) G n + 1, px is epic (3.13) and thus f2 = BP(n)*(f)
is epic. Conversely: if X has a BP(n), resolution, BP(n),(f) 0 pA = f2 0 pA will be epic forcing px = p(n, co) to be epic. Thus horn dim,,,BP,(X) < n + 1 (3.13).
$4. ESTIMATES OF horn dim,,,BP,(X)
We collect some diverse ways of computing the invariant, horn dim,,.BP,(X). The dimension estimate (4.4) which gives an upper bound of the invariant is new; the other estimates, both of which give lower bounds, are improvements or adaptations of techniques found in the papers of Conner and Smith. The section ends with a discussion of relations between the two lower bound estimating techniques and computation of examples. PROPOSITION 
Let X be a finite complex rvith Hk(X; Z,,,) T,, torsion free for k >, 2(p"+ 3.. +p + l), then p(n -1, n); BP(n)*(X)-+ BP(n -l)*(X) is epic.
Prooj: The usual spectral sequence,
E;**(X) z H'(X; BP(n)*) * BP(n)*(X)
shows that BP(n)k(X) is r,, torsion free for k > 2(p" + . . . + p + 1). Now let us consider the cohomology version of the BP Bockstein sequence
An is TO torsion valued (3.2); so ~(n -1, n) is epic for s 2 2(p" + . . . + p + 1) -(2~" -1).
By the splitting theorem (2.2), ~(n -1, n) is epic for s < 2(p"-' + . . . + p + 1). PROPOSITION 
Let a jinite complex X GR' hare H,(X; Z,,,) T, torsion free for s < k. If t < k +
Proof. Let N be a regular neighborhood of X c R'. X E N is a homotopy equivalence and N is a t dimensional manifold with boundary. The tangent bundle of N is trivial; so N is BP orientable.
Using the BP module structure of BP(m), there are duality isomorphisms 
BP(m)q(N/dN) z BP(m),_,(X+). For q > 2(p" + ... + p + 1) B t -k (implying t -q < k), the BP(O) duality and the hypothesis imply Hq(N/8N; Z,,,) is T,, torsion free. Proposition 4.1 applies to N/dN to imply that p(n -1, n): BP(n)*(N/dN) -+ BP(n -I)*(N/dN) is epic. Using the BP(n -1) duality, we have ~(n -1, n): BP(n),(X+) -+ BP(n -1),(X+) is epic. By (3.13), horn dim,,. BP,(X) = horn dim,,, BP,(X+) < n.
Let X be a connected CW spectrum with H*( X; Z(,,) ofjinite type. If x, 'y = 0 for 0 # y E BP,(X), then horn dim,,. BP,(X) 2 n + 1.
Proof. Immediate from (3.5) and (3.13).
Let c:&(p) -d(p)
be the canonical antiautomorphism of the mod p Steenrod algebra.
Since the Bockstein Q, (Q, = Sq' ifp = 2) is primitive, c( Q,) = -Q, . Thus c restricts to an antiautomorphism of (Q,), the two-sided ideal generated by Q, . The universal coefficient theorem isomorphism Hq(X; Z,) + Homzp(Hq(X; Z,); Z,) defines a dual pairing ( , ):
Hq(X; Z,) @ H,( X; Z,) --+ Z, . For a ~&g(p) of dimension r and x E H,(X; Z,), define ax E H,_,(X; Z,) to be the homology class defined by (4.7). (y, ax) = (c(a)y, x) for all y E Hq-'(X; Z,). (4.7)
This defines a left d(p) module structure on H,(X; Z,). 
Let X be a connected CW spectrum with H,(X; Z(,,) ofjinite type. If there is a selection of operations b,, b,, . . . , 6, in (Q,) such that the composition b,b,. . . bk acts nontrivially on the image of p(-1, n): BP(n),(X)-+ H,( X;Z,), then horn dim,,, BP,(X) > n f k + 1. In particular, if b p( -1, n)(x) # 0 for b E (Q,) and x E BP(n),(X), then x is not in the image of p(n. T.J) : BP,(X) + BP(n),(X).
proof. A BP resolution of X, W --, A L X induces the exact rows of the commutative diagram (4.9).
II
Since H,(A ; Z) is free abelian (3.1 I), pI and p3 are epic 
CI E BP,(A). So 0 # b,b,. . . b,p,(_r) = b1f3p3p,(a) =flb,p,p,(n) which gives the absurd conclusion that b, E (PO) acts non trivially on H,(A; Z,).
Conclusion of prooj:
Proof. b, b2 . . 6, acting non trivially in H*(X; Z,) implies c(b,). . . c(b2)c(b1) acts non trivially in H,(X; Z,). Apply (4.8) and its dual.
We now have two techniques for computing lower bounds of horn dim,,*BP,(X). Neither is generally effective. One only has to resolve a complex X having horn dim,,. which gives an operation p(n -I, n) 0 An E BP(n -1) ZP"'-'(i?P(n -1)). A relation between the two estimates in special cases derives from the fact that this operation "covers" a nonzero class in H2p"-'(BP(n -1); Zp) r Z, . In the following, we assume a familiarity with the notation of [23] . and this is done by using the classical Bockstein sequence (4.14) which defines Q,. 
) g Z, be a generator. We see that x4+rp q ( + 1, ~)(a,) = 0 for 0 < q < n + 2. For dimensional reasons, this implies that xq+ rcr, = 0. So p, xl,.
, x,_ 1 all annihilate 0,. This fact is essentially Theorem A of [29] .
We shall use the following technical proposition for computing examples. it is aspecial case of Corollary 2.4 of [14] designed to deal with the important class of stable complexes of form SO "e' " $"L + 1 " . . . " ++ 1, 
Let gn = ~(0, n)-'(go) E BP(n),(Y).
Lef Without loss of generality, we may choose 7 * to be dual to 7. In what follows, we shall ignore " up to multiplication by a unit of Zcp)". By (4.16), the diagram (4.21) commutes; the sequence is exact.
BP(q -l)~+zp_-l(Y) ---+& BP(q),(Y) '&I A BP(Y) kfZp4-Z(Y)
Hk( YZ,,,) Since y is T,-torsion, it, z, and p(q -1, q)(z) are T,_'-torsion. So (xq-')"p(q -1, q)(z) = 0 for some smallest integer u. By (Note that c(Sq4.S'q2Sq') . p( -1, + 1) $ 0; so we have actually used the Steenrod operation estimate (4.8).) To be gross, S"X(q, v)) is an " honest" 22 dimensional complex. Apply (4.3) with t = 45 and k = 15. 45 < 1.5 + 2(23 + 22 + 2 + 1) implies horn dim,,*BP,(S"X(n, v)) = horn dim,,. BP,(X(q, v)) < 3; so our lower estimate was the best possible. 
AND SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
The aims of this section are twofold. First, we shall complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 and then we shall construct a variety of spectral sequences. We now demonstrate (iii) => (iv) and (ii) =-(i). The reader may complete the proof of (vi) * (vii) to finish the proposition.
To prove (ii) q (i), note that in diagram (5.4) with Y= So, px epic implies fi is epic and thus gz to k manic. Just as in the proof of (3. Proof. If A is a finite complex with H,(A ; Z,,,) Z(,, free, then T,-I p(n, co) is an isomorphism by (5.1). If W-A --t X is a BP, resolution for a finite complex X, then it is also a Ti'BP(n), resolution for X (use (3.7) and the proof of (3.15). Now one forms a diagram like (5.6) and establishes the remark for finite complexes by induction on the homological dimension. It generalizes to arbitrary C W spectra by (3.1).
Now we sketch the constructions of some spectral sequences related to our work. In this paper, our proofs do not employ these, but we have used such spectral sequences for first proofs and we feel these might be of independent interest in future investigations. For example, the original proofs of (3.6) and (6.5) used the following spectral sequence. is manic. It is certainly manic in BP(n),(S"+'); so a simple application of the "five" lemma to two copies of (6.2) implies that X, multiplication is manic in BP(n), ( Remark 6.9. We once advertised (6.8) as being proved. P. E. Conner observed that (6.7) is a corollary of (3.13) and (6.8). Although we found a gap in our argument for (6.8), Conner's observation motivated our proof of Theorem 6.1.
The main result of [I81 is that if X is a finite complex with k-skeleton X', then horn dim,". MCI,(X) < n implies horn dim,,. MU,(X':) < n provided that n = 0, 1, 2. Then n = 2 version follows from Proposition 6.10 by skeletal induction. The reader is invited to construct his own proof of the n = 1 version. b is a T,
